Love In The A 2: Thicker Than Blood (Volume 2)

Zyon and Mackie are back and their bond
is as unbreakable as ever. That doesnt
mean that those against their love wont
continue to try. After Zyon proves the
ultimate love by killing for Mackie, it
awakens a side of her that even she didnt
know existed. Zyon is dealing with a turf
war and the changes that he sees in Mackie.
Add that to his impending duel with
Caruso in New York and you have a recipe
full of drama and gut wrenching action.
Will he finally get the revenge that hes
been waiting an entire decade for? Bey
moves to Atlanta to give a relationship
with Cane a chance, but theyre both caught
up in their own selfish motives. Will they
survive all of the craziness going on around
them? When you combine love and the
streets there will always be drama, sex,
action and murder. Will these couples be
able to maintain their love in the A? The
hot, second installment of the Love In The
A series will make you want more even
after the last page has been turned.
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